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1. Introduction 

Polarizers based on the reflection of neutrons from a 

magnetized mirror (a mirror pola~izer) are now integral parts 

of most neutron laboratories in the World, in which studies 

with polarized thermal and slow neutrons are performed. 

Especially widespread are curved Soller Polarizer& [1]. 

However, the band of wavelengths corresponding to the 

effective operation of such polarizers in the case of pulsed 

neutron sources is insufficient. So the creation of a wide-

spectrum 

Actually, 

neutron polarizer is 

additional possibilities 

a very important task. 

of fulfilling this task 

exist precisely in the case of a pulsed 

is due to neutrons of differing 

neutron source. This 

wavelengths being 
distinguishable from each other by their times o't flight from 

the source to the polarizer. As a result it becomes possible 
to exert time-dependent influence on neUtrons of differing 

wavelengths. In ref. [2] this possibility has been realized 

by variation with time (and, consequently, in proportion to 

the wavelength) of the inclination angle of the stack of flat 

mirrors relative to the direction from the polarizer to the 

user of neutrons. Estimations show that in this way one can 

extend the band of wavelengths for effective operation of the 

polarizer and make it several times wider. Owing to the 

inclination angle being small, however, such a polarizer can 

be utilized in the easily realized mode of constant uniform. 

motion only with sources exhibiting a low pulse repetition 

frequence f (t' = 1 Hz). On the other hand. in the case of 

neutron sources with high frequencies the polarizer mus~ 

undergo acceleration during inoperative time intervals, which 

gives rise to additional difficulties. 

In this work various versions are described of a 

wide-spectrum mirror neu~ron polarizer, in which uniform 

rotation of a set of magnetized mirrors is implemented. 
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2. Physical prerequisites 

In the case of a mirror polarizer there exists for 

neutrons of a given wavelength incident upon the surface of 

the magnetized mirror a range of grazing angles, [9 ,9 ], 
•In ••z 

for which the polarization exceeds a certain fixed value 

P•ln" Thus, for example, the e.nte.1 ~ ratio is of the order 
of two for P •tn = o. 9a, in the case of the supermirror 

described in re~. [3). 
The process of neutron reflection from a medium is 

usually decribed.with the aid o~ an interaction potential u 
[4], which is, generally, ~complex quantity. The dif~erence 
between the potentials. for the two 'spin states (we shall 

denote them by "+" and "-", respectively) of a neutron in a 

magnetic field results from the presence of a magnetic 

interaction potential u. between the neutron and the magnetic 
~ield: 

u • 
(1) ± u • 

where un is the neutron-nucleus interaction potential. 

In the case of a mirror polarizer, representing a 
multilayer structure. the interaction potential clepends on 
the coordinate in the direction normal to the surface of the 

mir~or. Here, the reflection. coefficient R± is determined by 

the dependence o~ U± and by the kinetic energy. related to the 
neutron motion normal to the surface· of u1e mirror. Hence, 

t.he boundary angles s.
1

n and e ... may be represented in the 
form: 

9 = 9 ·A 
••• ••xl 

(2) 

' 
where e•lnt and e••xt are functions of P ••n and of the 
interaction potentials u. and u_. 

Now. let us ~ix the direction towards the user by the 
grazing angle 9 • Obviously. the polarizer will be ef~ective. 

u 

i.e. will provide for the neutron beaa exhibiting a 
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polarization P >-Pain within the given range Of wavelengths, 
if the following condition is satisfied: 

9 + 89 < e < 9 - ae , 
aln u aax 

(3) 

where as is the deviation of the grazing ~ngle due to various 
reasons . 

. In the case of a pulsed source condition (3) must hold 
~or the time interval during which the· .neutrons within the 

rang_e o~ wavelengths between A••• and A pass through the 
~ax 

polarizer. 
Condition (3) can be satisfied in ~wo cases. The first 

is realized if the following holds: 

9 ± 69 = at (4) 
u 

where S•
1
n/t < a < ·9.e:x/t, t = mL

1 
(A-A~ 1 n)/h is the tiine th_e 

neutron of wavelength A. arrives at the polarizer, at a 
distance L

1 
from the; source, m is the neutron mass, h is 

·Planck's constant. 
The second case occurs when a constant angle 

realized. To this end the following must be satisfied: 
9 is 
• 

and (5) 

Now, consider the possibility of conditions (4) and (5) 
being satisfied by the polarizer being .set into motion. 
In this connection we shall first consider the features 
peculiar to the passage of a neutron through the elements of 
a moving mirror polarizer. 

In Fig. · 1a the scheme ·is shown of a neutron of velocity 
V undergoing reflection from a mirror travelling in a 

n . 

direction normal to its surface with a velocity V . When.the 
d 

velocity v • .t is relatively small, the mirror interacts with 
the neutron as a·whole [4]. In this case the reflection takes 
place s.o that in the reference system of the moving mirror 
·the component of the neutron velocity normal 

' . 
Vn.l' remains unaltered. At the same time, 
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to the surface, 
it undergoes a 



change by ± 2V•l. in the laboratory ·system ( the sign "+" is 
valid when the mirror travels towards the incident neutron, 
and the sign ''-" corresponds to the neutron catching up with 
the mirror). The resulting change in the grazing angle 

amounts to aete' = ±2~•.1./Vnl." Evidently, the mirror does not 
affect the reflection process in this way, if no movement. 
normal to its plane occurs. A particular case of such 
situation is the case when the mirror moves in' its own plane. 
Consider the concrete case of a plane mirror rotating about. 
the o-axis (Fig. 1b). The mirror's plane is tilted at an 
angle f/1 to the radius-vector R of point A. The velocity 

component of t.he mirror, v•l.' at a J?Dint situated at a 
distance X from A is determined as follows: 

Vo.L= W·(X + R·cos(f/J)) , (6) 

where W is the angular velocity of the mirror. Obviously, 
Vml.=O in the case of a mirror having the shape of an arc of a 
circle. 

It must be noted that, instead of one, two mirrors 
forming a separate neutron guide (Fig. 1c) serve as the 
elementary part of a Soller polarizer. In such a neutron 
guide the neutrons undergo multiple reflection from both 
mirrors, depending on the grazing angle. Here. in the case of 
an even nUmber of reflections compensation occurs of the 
variations of differing signs in the grazing angle. 

In Fig"' 1d the transmission of a straight· motionles·s 
neutron guide ~s presented as a function of the grazing angle 

eout of a neutron leaving the neutron guide (the transmission 
indicatrix is T). The grazing angle e,. of the incoming 
neutrons is taken to be within the interval [o. n/2]. The 
transmission indicatrix is seen to be determined by the 
characteristic angle ech = d/L, where d is the distance 
bewteen the planes,· L is the length of ·the neutron guide. 
Here, neutrons with reflection multiplicities differing in 
parity occur in output angular intervals differing in sign. 
One can also see that, as the grazing angle increases, the 
requirements of the admissible divergence. limited by the 
passage of the neutron when e < ech' are reduced. In the case 
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of 

is 

a neutron guide.moving with a velocity 

shifted along the abscissa axis 

the indicatrix 

an angle of 

58•ov:arctg(V.~/Vn), 

On the basis of the above one can write down the 

cond.i tion for the polarizing moving n~utron guiqe to be 

effective: 

6 < 6 < 6 ± (~ 6 + '66 ,) < 6 
eta •l n u aov ••x • 

3. Polarizers and estimation of their parameters 
I 

(7) 

To_ start with, let us consider three types· of polarizers 

based ·on utilization of plane· mirrors used ·earlier. The first 

two realize condition (4). A polarizer of the first type is 

depicted in Fig. 2a. The p<!larizer is a cylindrical dr\DII 

rotating witll 'the same frequency as the pulse repetition 

frequency of the neutron source. The mirrors are situated in 

a sector of polar angle F of .a circular section of the drum. 

This angle depends on the ratio of the time interval, during 

which the neutrons paSs through -,:.he polarizer, to the period 

of the source~ A separate mirror is oriented so that its edge 

is directed along the radius of the entrance section, while 

the plane of the mirror is inclined at an angle 6 = 9 = 7•f 
• • u• 

where. 7 = (11"'"' + e ••• ,>ltl.,.. t~.,.= W · t.,.• t.,.= t · 
A•ID/Ar to the Y

8
Z

8 
-plane of the local reference system 

(the local system is related to current polar angle f, while 

the Z -axis is directed along the Z-axis of the p<~larizer, 
• 

the Y -axis along the radius of ·the section, and the X -axis . . . 
along the tangent of the circular section). To achieve a 

certain number<. of collisions with the mirrors, independently 

of the wavelength, the ratio d/L i~ prdp<~rtional to the 

current angle f. The optimum is to have, on the average, two 

collisions; we then obtain for the j-th neutron guide (d/L) 1= 

6 /2. The deviation ae of the grazing angle in the 
•.J 

PQlarizer is due to the deviation aeA, cauSed by the finite 

width of the pulse of the source leading_ to uncertainty in 

the wavelength; to the deviation ae. related to the 

dependence e.(tl) in the section of the neutron beam, and also 
6 



to the "useful ti deviation aeu. resulting from the divergence 

of the neutron beam utilized by the ~ser. Let us estimate the 
parameters of such a polarizer for the IBR-2 reactor 

exhibiting a pul~e repetition frequency o:C 5 Hz. We choose 

the working range of wavelengths from 2 to 22. A. We set L = 
1 

4m, then cSA/i\.=:P· os. As the material for, the mirror we take 
the supermirror CoTi+TiGd [3], for which e "' 3. 5 x 10-3 

. ••x 
A(A). Then we obtain the admissible value of ae+ae "'0.9 · 

-3 -3 •ov 
10 A and e •• "' 2. 6 x 10 A. Assuming thllt each of the three 
components of deviation of the grazing angle (with the 

exception of the small aeAte •• zO, 08) must not exceed hlllf of 
the total admissible deviation we obtain: the radius lof the· 

polarizer. - ~ em, the angle F 
the beam - 1. 6 mm (X~axis) 

size of a sample placed at 

= an/10, the cross section of 
2 em (Y-axis), 'the admissible 

a distance of 10 m fr.om the 

polarizer not larger than 2 em (X-axis). Note that in this 

polarizer the largest restriction on the size of the be-am 
along the X-aXis is due to the influence ·of th8 motion of ·the 

polarizer, since the angle 1/f=O. As a result, this not only 

determines ae , but ae ,· also. A positive feature of sUch a 
•ov n 

polarizer is the small total area of the mirror. 
Now consider the second type of polarizer (Fig, 2b). The 

polarizer consists of a set of N stacks of flat mirrors 

placed around the circle in ~ sector of angle F. This 

polarizer differs from the others in thllt the angle ~=.,./2. 

Its second special feature cOnsists in the angle between ~he 

plane of the mirror· and the Z-axis being e =r·• + 1!. y lL , 
. • • a 

where· L2 is the distance between the polarizer and the 

sample. While the first term in this expression is, like in 

the case of the first type of polarizer, related to the 

grazing angle increasing with time, the second te.rm is new. 

It is connected with the drop in influence of the user• s 

beam• s divergence on the efficiency of polarization. 

Consequently, equation (7) turns out to be applicable not to 

the entire stack of mirrors, but 'only to pain of adjacent 

mirrors (see insertion to Fig. 2b). For economy of the total 

area of the mirror and to provide for the same n-r 

of collisions the angular width of the stack and the 
parameter d/L, respectively, must both be taken .. to be 
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proportional to the angle ~. For the same concrete example, 
that was used in estimating the parameters of a polarizer 
of the first type, we obtain: the number of stacks N=16, 
the width of the stacks is between 0.5 em and 5.5 cm,the 
parameter d/L varies within the limits from 0.002~ to 0.0286 
as • increaSes, the section of the beam is 1 em x 10; em, 

J 
the radius of the polarizer is 50 em. It must be noted 
that in the· case of this type of polarizer the requirements 
of the width of the stack, arising from the influence of the 
motion, are not severe. For this reason the radius of the 
polarizer may be chosen to be large, so the size of the 
beam along the X-axis is enhanced. 

A feature peculiar to the third type of polarizers (Fig. 
2c), as compared with the second, consists in that the motion 
itseclf of the mi.rror is utilized for provid~ng the required 
value of the neutron velocity normal to the plane of the 
mirror. Considering the divergence of the neutron beam not to 

a. 

<. 

-4 -2 1 3 5 

tg9out 1t99ch 

d. 

Fig.t: a-reflection of a neutron from a moving flat mirror; 
b-illustration of the existence of a mirror velocity compo
nent, normal to the mirror's surface, when the mirror 
rotates about the a-axis; c - passage of a neutron through a 
moving neutron guide; d- indicatrix for a neutron flux 
passing at a grazing angle within the range betwe~n 0 and 
n/2 through an idealized motionless neutron guide,reflecting 
neutrons incident at any grazing angle. 
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d. 

Fig. 2 . General outlook and section, normal to the rotat,J.oh 
axis,of a wide-spectrum mirror neutron polarizer: a,b.c,d · ... 

four versions of the polarizer: the solid lines indicate the 
mirrors. 

be large, and consequently the normal component of the 
neutron velocity in the laboratory system to be smAll, also~ 

-3 we obtain from en= 2.6·10 A that v • .l= Sus· Vn= 10.4 m/s. 

As a result, we have cos(~)=0.66 for the inclination angle of 
the mirror in the stack in the case of a polarizer with a 

radius of 50 em. This polarizer provides for the same 

parameters of the neutron beam as the. polarizer of the second 
type. 
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Finally, we note the possibility of realizing a 
polarizer satisfying condition (5). Such a polarizer (Fig. 
2d) is a set of coaxial truncated cones with generatrices 
inclined at an angle to the axis, which equal~ the user angle 
Bu.. The surfa~e layer of mat'ter reflectiltg neutrons is such 
that the condition 9 co 9- 1 and 9 ,. ,-• is satisfied. 

•ln.1 •axl 
FOr additional enhancement. of the aperture of the polarized 
beam along the radius correction may be applied of the 
properties of the· cones t·or reflection by A9 . , 1!.8 CD 

•I "'1 •axl 
4y /L . The polarizer is simple in construction. but its 

•• 2 " 
realization requ1res creation of a surface layer. that is not 
so simple. 

Conclusion 
·The presented investigation shows that a wide-spectrum 

polarizer for a pulsed neutron source can readily be 

constructed utilizing plane super-mirrors. Truly. owing to 
the necessity of excluding the flight of neutrons without 
collisions with the mirror, severe requirements of the 
aanufacturing.precision arise~ This can be avoided, if, 
as the elementary part of the polarizer, instead of a sole. 
flat mirror, two plane mirrors, placed at an angle to each 
other are used, or a single curved mirror. 
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